
LEARN FRENCH BEADING
ADVANCED COURSE

LESSON THREE:
SPOKE FRAME

The Spoke Frame technique is sometimes abbreviated
as SF. It also goes by the name “Basket Weave”. This
is a Base technique, so I can be used in conjunction
with most of the Add-on techniques.

It is similar to the Y-Frame, except the “stem” wire
will perpendicular to the bead work, sticking out of the
middle of the top or bottom.

This technique is best worked with beads that are
uniform as it’s easier to keep the spokes an equal
distance apart.
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When working in the Spoke Frame technique, rows are counted as rounds. One full circuit around all spokes is one
round. A pattern that uses Spoke Frame will look something like this:
Make 1: 9 round SF with 5x 4 inch (10 cm) spokes.

1. Before stringing any beads onto the spool, cut the spoke wires. The pattern calls for five spoke wires that are
each 4 inches (10 cm) long.

2. Twist the lower half of the spoke wires together. This twisted wire will be the unit’s stem. Bend the upper half
of the wires out to form the spokes. (Photo 1)

3. String the beads the spool wire, then attach the strung spool wire to the spoke frame by winding it a few times
around the stem wire. (Photo 2)
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4. Move the working wire (the spool wire) into position by wrapping it once around one of the spokes (Photo 3).
Make a little bend in the very end of that same spoke wire. This will help you keep track of which spoke is the
first spoke, which helps to count rounds.

5. Move one bead down from the working wire and position it between the first and second spoke. Wrap the
working wire once around the second spoke (Photo 4). For this particular unit, the stem wire will stick out of
the top of the piece, so make sure the stem wire is pointing up, and wrap by crossing over the spoke, not under.
If we wanted the stem wire to stick out of the bottom, we would flip the piece over so the stem wire is pointing
down, and wrap by crossing over the spoke.

6. Continue wrapping around each spoke, placing one bead between each until you arrive back at the first spoke.
This completes the first round.

7. For the second round you need to increase the number of beads per row. The number of additional beads
needed for the next round will vary depending on how many spokes there are, and what type of beads you are
using, so don’t depend on an exact count even if it is given in a pattern. Instead, make sure all the spoke wires
are straight before you wrap and use as many beads fit in the row. Unless you are using very irregular beads,
the number of beads between each spoke in a round should be pretty close to the same. The second round for
this piece used 3-4 beads between each spoke for round 2. (Photo 5)

8. Continue wrapping rounds, increasing the number of beads per row with every round. Once you finish 9 full
rounds, tie off the working wire by winding it around the first spoke a few times (Photo 6). Then clip it off.
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9. Clip the spoke wires short, then fold them to the underside of the unit. (Photo 7)
The finished unit is shown in Photo 8.

Photo 9 shows an example of making a unit with the stem wire coming out of the underside instead of the top.
Photo 10 shows the different between the two stem wire positions.
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Changing the number of spokes,
and wrapping at a different angle
alters the shape of the unit.
(Photos 11 & 12)
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You could also then bend the spokes
outward to change angles again, then wrap
more rows outward. (Photos 15 & 16)

Making a sphere is also possible with the Spoke Frame technique, but it is more tricky to do.
You will start out with the arched spokes as shown in the previous example, and make a dome to the center of the
sphere. (Photo 17)
Then the wires must be bent inward a little at a time, and decreasing the number of beads between each spoke with
every round. (Photo 18 & 19)

TIP: Just like with the Beehive technique, it’s easier to wrap rows on a sphere or dome shaped Spoke Frame if you
anchor your thumbnail on the far side of the spoke wire you’re wrapping around, then spin the unit with your other
hand.
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Spoke Frame can also be used to make
3D shapes by changing the bend angles
of the spokes.

Photos 13 & 14 show the beginning of
a dome shape made in Spoke Frame by
bending the spokes into an arch. The
principles behind this shape are similar
to the Beehive technique.
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